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Background
• In 2017, Markham District High School requested City staff to determine if an all-way stop 

was warranted at the intersection of Church & Elm to address traffic and pedestrian safety 
concerns

• Multiple resident requests for an all-way stop have also been received

• At June 26, 2017 DSC, a staff report entitled “Church Street & Elm Street Proposed All-way 
Stop Control (Ward 4)” was deferred to September 11, 2017, DSC to allow the Ward 
Councillor to consult with local residents

– Recommended that an all-way stop be implemented to address intersection safety concerns

– Council requested that it be referred back to staff to investigate options available for a pedestrian 
crossing at the intersection
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Intersection Operations – AM Peak Hour
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Data was collected on September 13, 2016, during the AM Peak hour (7:30 – 8:30am).  This also included observing overall conditions of the intersection operations.4-legged intersection with stop control assigned to Elm Street; Church Street operates as the through street.Church Street is a 2-lane collector road; Elm Street is a 2-lane local.Traffic on Church has a proportionately high thru movement, compared to low turning volumesTraffic on Elm Street has proportionately high turning volumes, compared to thru movementsPredominant pedestrian crossings are the south and west legs of the intersection



Intersection Operations Concerns
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• High traffic volume and pedestrian crossings during peak period

• Lack of safe opportunities (gaps in traffic) for pedestrians to cross Church 
Street

• Sightline visibility at the intersection is restricted

• Geometric design of the east approach adds to operational concerns

Presenter
Presentation Notes
“Minimum Stopping Sight Distance” is the distance a driver needs to be able to see in order have room to stop before colliding with something in the roadway, such as a pedestrian, vehicle, or road debris. Considers the perception/reaction timeInsufficient stopping sight distance can result in decreased safety.Higher operating speeds requires greater stopping sight distances.- Assuming a design/operating speed of 50 km/h, the minimum required stopping sight distance on Church Street is 65 metres. 



Sightline Visibility Constraints
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
There is a lack of proper sight triangles at the NE and SW corners needed to maintain adequate sight stopping distance.Visibility restricted due to landscaping features on private property at the NE and SW corners. “Minimum Sight Stopping Distance” is the distance a driver needs to be able to see in order have room to stop before colliding with a hazard on the roadway, such as a pedestrian, vehicle, or road debris. Considers the perception/reaction timeInsufficient stopping sight distance can result in decreased safety.Higher operating speeds requires greater sight stopping distances.- Assuming a design/operating speed of 50 km/h, the minimum required sight stopping distance on Church Street is 65 metres. 
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Southbound Elm St. looking east on Church St.
Vehicle positioned at Stop Bar

65 metre minimum 
stopping sight distance 
has not been achieved

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To provide a more contextual example of the sightline issue, the next series of slides consist of in-field photos of the NE corner of the intersectionIf a vehicle is stopped at the stop bar, visibility is significantly restricted, requiring the vehicle to advance beyond the stop bar once they come to a full stop.Sightline limitations at this position is relatively common in urban environments where right-of-way is constrained.
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Southbound Elm St. looking east on Church St.
Vehicle positioned 1 metre beyond Stop Bar

65 metre minimum 
stopping sight distance 
has not been achieved

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The vehicle is now positioned 1-metre beyond the stop bar, with the front end of the vehicle partially encroaching into the crosswalk.Visibility is improved, but is still not achieving the minimum stopping sight distance.  Vehicle will need to advance closer to the intersection.
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Southbound Elm St. looking east on Church St.
Vehicle positioned to the maximum extent beyond Stop Bar

Property Line

65 metre minimum stopping 
sight distance achieved, 

subject to ongoing boulevard 
tree pruning

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Vehicle is now positioned (>3 metres) beyond the stop bar and is fully obstructing the crosswalk.The vehicle is unable to proceed further without obstructing the intersecting travel lane.The minimum stopping sight distance is now achieved.  Situation is tenuous. trees will need to be routinely pruned to maintain bare minimum requirementsAny obstructions, such as pedestrians on the sidewalk or snow windrows during winter can restrict visibility.



Vertical Profile of Church St (east approach)
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The vertical profile adds an additional element to restricting visibilityAs illustrated in the slide, there is vertical grade at the east approach where visibility is partially restricted. 



All-way Stop Warrant
• Peak-Hour Volume

– Total vehicle volume at the intersection for the peak hour >= 350; Actual = 716
– Vehicle volume on the side street (Elm) must be >= 35%;  Actual = 28%
– Volume warrant not satisfied

• Collision History
– Intersection must have 4 right-angle or turning-type reported collisions per year, over a 3-year period
– From 2015 - 2017, an average of 1.33 right-angle collisions per year has been reported
– Collision warrant not satisfied

OTM does not preclude Traffic Engineering practitioners from recommending
an all-way stop on the basis of other qualitative data and professional judgement.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Ontario Traffic Manual is a series of manuals with standards and guidelines to be used by transportation practitioners in the Province.  It contains two technical warrants that can be used when considering the application of an all-way stop control.It should be noted that the warrant does not include pedestrian volumes; pedestrians are only considered when assessing the need for an all-way stop on a major/arterial road



Pedestrian Cross-over (PXO)

• PXO - Level 2 “Type D”

– Satisfies minimum warrant 
criteria

– Does not address other 
operational concerns

– Not recommended
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
As directed by DSC, staff considered other options to assist with pedestrians crossing Church StreetA series of new pedestrian cross-overs has been introduced to Ontario in 2015Level 2, Type “D” is the lowest-tier PXOPedestrians waiting to cross Church must wait for vehicles to stop before beginning to crossVehicles on Church must stop only if pedestrian is waiting to cross, or is in the crosswalkBecause these are relatively new to the Province, they require community education & awareness so they know how to use themPreferable at midblock locations to eliminate turning conflictsCost is under $10kSatisfies warrant criteria, however does not address other traffic issues (sightline visibility, turning conflicts)Not recommended



Pedestrian Cross-over (PXO)
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Level 2 “Type C” Level 2 “Type B” Level 1 “Type A”

• Warrant criteria not satisfied for any of these types
• Not recommended

Overhead

Overhead

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Similar layout to the Type “D”, the Type “C” and Type “B” applications are equipped with solar powered pedestrian-actuated flashersLevel 1 Type “A” is traditional PXO. For all types, pedestrians must press push-button to activate warning flashersVehicles required to stop when flashers are activated to allow waiting pedestrians to crossCost varies between $10k - $50k, depending on type selected and other civil works required at the siteSame operational issues/concerns exist as what was identified with Type “D”Driver compliance in other municipalities where this has been used is poor, possibly due to them being new.  Toronto has converted many Type A crossings into pedestrian traffic signalsLegal/safety risk regarding use of solar flashers, in event of failure:Drivers may not stop and pedestrian will not be aware of malfunction (flashers face drivers only)A conventional hard-wire power source could be provided, but will significantly increase cost



Pedestrian Crossing Options – Traffic Signals
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• Traffic signals are the highest form of traffic 
control that can be used

• Two types:
– Intersection Pedestrian Signal (IPS)
– Standard 4-way traffic signal

• Warrant criteria is strict and is not satisfied. 

• Not recommended.

Church St

Elm
 St

Typical IPS Layout

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Intersection Pedestrian Signal (IPS) More restrictive criteria than a PXOUses traffic signal heads to control vehiclesPedestrians must activate the pedestrian signal via pushbutton and wait for “WALK” signalVehicles on Elm Street have “STOP sign” and must wait for a gap in traffic to proceedTurning vehicles from Elm must yield to pedestriansCost approx. $100kWarrant criteria not satisfied. Not recommended.Full Intersection Traffic SignalHighest order of traffic controlCost approx. $200kWarrant criteria not satisfied. Not recommended.



Conclusions
• High traffic volume and pedestrian crossings during peak period

• Sightline visibility is restricted

• Lack of safe opportunities (gaps in traffic) for pedestrians to cross Church Street

• PXO’s do not address operational safety concerns at the intersection

• All-way stop control is the most practical and cost-effective measure to address 
operational concerns
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Recommendations
1. That the September 11, 2017, DSC report, entitled “Church Street & Elm Street Proposed All-

way Stop Control (Ward 4)”, and the staff powerpoint presentation dated April 3, 2018 be 
received;   

2. And that Schedule 12 of Traffic By-law 106-71, pertaining to compulsory stops, be amended to 
include all approaches to the intersection of Church Street & Elm Street;   

3. And that the Operations Department be directed to install the appropriate signs and pavement 
markings at the subject locations; 

4. And that the cost of materials and installation for the traffic signs and pavement markings be 
funded from capital account # 083-5350-18056-005; 

5. And that York Region Police be requested to enforce the all-way stop controls upon installation 
of these stop signs and passing of the By-law;

6. And that staff be authorized and directed to do all things necessary to give effect to this 
resolution. 15
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